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Earth Creations •	
www.earthcreations.net

fall’s uniform of long  ■
tops and dresses over 
leggings, skinnies or 
tights gets a fun new 
favourite in the sadie 
Top, a hemp and organic 
cotton jersey hooded 
tunic that features cute 
decorative button detail, 
feminine seaming and 
side pockets. $75

The organic cotton and  ■
Lycra jersey Pagoda 
provides a stretchy, yoga-
like flared style with 
dressed-up merrowed hem 
band detailing. $65

Big Roots. ■  roots run 
deep as does the motto 
“every day is earth day.” 
design printed using 
eco-friendly non-PVC 
inks on our long sleeve 
clay-dyed T-shirt. 100% 
organic cotton. $33

Because Skin Care•	  is a new line of 
sustainable, gentle and highly effective 
products that work in synergy with skin 
to help it return to its natural balance 
and maintain optimal health. Because 
is committed to using only the purest, 
highest quality, and most effective raw 
materials and uses 70% or greater certified 
organically grown content (up to 98.5%!) 
$32-$48.
www.becauseskincare.com

FemmeScience •	 was created with advanced formulations to enhance 
the vitality and radiance of youthful skin. A keen departure from 
overpriced and aging skincare lines yet an upgrade from mass 
produced retail brands, femmescience offers customers a unique 
and distinctive alternative. femmescience is scientifically formulated 
to deliver tangible results for the modern woman. femmescience 
balances the science of a young woman’s skin with the technological 
innovation required to preserve that brilliant and youthful look for 
years to come. $27-$54. 
www.femmescience.com

CLOTHING

Paige Denim.•	  Verdugo Jeggings have 
360 stretch and are very versatile 
in a dark clean wash with classic 
stitching. You will never take them 
off!  $158-$199.  
www.paigepremiumdenim.com

Autrepeau: What to wear •	
underneath! Autrepeau is a luxurious 
layer of comfort. The ultra lightweight 
fabric with a hint of spandex provides 
everyday protection under clothing. 
Perfect under: itchy sweaters and pants, 
sheer blouses, clingy silk, stiff suits. 
Wearing Autrepeau can help extend 
the life of your clothes and you’ll save 
money with less dry cleaning and 

laundering. The “other skin” that catches perspiration and guards 
against underarm stains. Proudly made in the usA! $46-$65. 
www.autrepeau.com

Cécile Bénac.•	  exclusive hand-made 
luxury knitwear. Celebrating a 
milestone 12th anniversary in 2010, 
Cécile Bénac Knitwear remains 
one of the most unique lines of 
hand-made knitwear in Canada. 
The collection boasts a range of 
mid- to high-end pieces that blend 
traditional techniques and attention 
to detail with modern designs and 
innovative materials. 
www.cecilebenacknitwear.com

Wool/viscose  ■
shrug scarf $245

Wool/viscose  ■
Kimono scarf 
$275

Icebreaker •	
www.icebreaker.com

igloo Hood. You’ll  ■
never go back to a 
synthetic fleece once 
you’ve experienced 
the luxury of brushed 
merino. on the outside, 
the igloo Hood is 
strong, durable and 
hard-wearing; on the 
inside, it’s a haven of 
soft, cosy, gentle-on-
the-skin premium 
merino. Bliss. $230

Aspiring Hood. We challenge  ■
you to find a warmer, softer 
and more luxurious winter 
jacket than the Aspiring 
Hood, made from our new 
realfleece fabric—nature’s 
alternative to a synthetic 
fleece. With a shaped hood, 
a zippered chest pocket 
and a chin guard for extra 
protection, this is one jacket 
you won’t want to take off 
when you come in from the 
cold. $230

Revenge •	 our “Best 
revenge is Peace” 
t-shirt embodies our 
commitment to strive 
for greater social 
justice, equal economic 
opportunity, and more 
effective local and 
international laws and 
cooperation to reduce 
the violence around us. 
Tee is made from a blend 
of recycled plastic bottles 
and organic cotton. $32. 
www.revengeis.com
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